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New hypotheses about the circulation of the Modified Atlantic 

Water (MAW), of the Levantine Intermediate Water (LIW) and of the 

Deep Mediterranean Water (DMW) in the Western Mediterranean have 

been recently put forward (Millot, 1985, 1987-a). Those about LIW 

in the Algerian Basin have already been supported by hydrological 

measurements collected during the Mediprod-5 cruise in June 1986 

(Millot, 1987-b). Twenty-four Aanderaa current meters, set in pla

ce on 8 moorings at nominal depths of 100, 300, 1000 and 2000m, du

ring more than 9 months and from =0 • to =5 • E along the Algerian 

coast, have provided us with definitive information about the hydro

dynamical characteristics of the various water masses in that re

gion (Millot, 1988). 

It is obvious from the analysis of this data set that the cir

culation in a =40-60km wide coastal zone is characterized by the oc

currence of a very turbulent surface flow, namely the Algerian Cur

rent, and of mesoscale young eddies, the structure of which is mar

kedly variable with depth. In the interior of the basin, currents 

display, at least between =300 and 2000m, a marked barotropic struc

ture which accounts for a major influence of old eddies extending 

roughly down to the bottom. As it was already noticed (Taupier-Leta

ge and Millot, 1988), these old-offshore eddies can interact with 

the Algerian Current itself (Taupier-Letage et al., 1988). 

As already shown by satellite images, young-coastal eddies are 

advected eastward at a few cm/s. Therefore, the coastal moorings ha

ve been crossed by several eddies, and specially by a very power

ful one which was located at =0" in June-July, and at =:5'E in Novem

ber-December. This eddy has induced very spectacular and intense 

currents which were, at a depth of =100m and during more than 1 

month, directed seaward with an averaged speed of =25cm/s. Such me

soscale phenomena obviously have tremendous consequences on the bio

logical activity in most of the Algerian Basin. 

The temperature measurements collected with these current me

ters have also provided us with very interesting information. It is 

first important to note that the averaged potential temperatures of 

the 10 records collected at 1000 and 2000m are in the range 12.85-

12.87 ·c and in good agreement with the available hydrological data 

sets, which accounts for the significance of the absolute temperatu

re values measured with such instruments. Considering that the nomi

nal depth of 300m lies between those of the temperature minimum 

(=200m) and of the temperature-salinity LIW maximum (=400-500m) 

leads us to emphasize differences between the coastal and the offs

hore regions. Near the coast, the temperature time series at all 

points look like a plateau ploughed by furrows (anticyclonic young

coastal eddies propagating eastward depress the various isopleths) 

while offshore, they resemble a plateau with ab·:upt domes (due to 

lenses of relatively new LIW, probably advected from the Sardinian 

continental slope by old-offshore eddies). Maximum intermediate va

lues recorded in the offshore zone (13.8l'C ± O.l-0.2'C) are relati

vely large when compared to the largest ones ever observed either 

in the Sardinian Channel (13.8-13.9'C, Guibout, 1987) or along the 

Algerian coast (=13.2-13.5'C), supporting the previous results on 

the important role played by the algerian eddies. 
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~uding and modelling or mesoscale eddy processes in the 
sea are based on the measuring dirrerent types or physical values. 

At the Institute or Oceanography and Fisheries in Split, 
automatic meteorological-~eanographical station are under deve
lopment. In this phase, one station is installed in Kastela Bay, 
middle Adriatic Sea. The rirst results or testing give us satisried 
results. 

Automatic meteorological-oceanographical statin serves 
ror measurement or various meteorological and oceanographical pa
rameters at the open sea in all meteorological conditions.The main 
parts or AMOS are: measuring station with anchored buoy and measu
ring instruments, relais-station with microprocessor unit, and 
shore station with computer system CFig. 1.). 

The main parts or measuring station are instruments Cthe 
most or them are Aanderaa pr.oduction), and buoy with electronics 
ror receiving· data rrom all .measuring instruments, their contro
lling and sending to transmitting antenna. 

Relais-station with receiving antenna, microprocessor 
unit, RS232C interrace, and modem is located on the nearest land 
or measuring station.It receives data rrom measuring station,store 
them temporarily, and sends to computer in shore station using VHF 
-radio or PTT link. 

In shore station, with computer system and appropriate 
sortware data are received rrom relais-station in real time or 
under remote control, and arter checking and processing they are 
stored in data base ror ruture usage. 

Results or real time data processing using automatic me
teorological-oceanographical station represents an important 
improvement ror modelling and monitoring mesoscale eddy processes 
in the sea as well as weather rorecast. 
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Fig. 1. Functional block-diagram or AMOS 
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